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ABSTRACT
This longitudinal study aims to create in-depth knowledge
about the phenomena of middle-leadership and career in
school by identifying (1) driving forces for seeking and
maintaining middle-leading positions, (2) opportunities and
difficulties in maintaining the middle-leading role over time,
and (3) underlying thoughts of career disclosed in the
respondents’ expressions. Five different reasons for seeking
middle-leading positions are identified and driving forces
for maintaining the position are categorised as either
internal reward/non-observable outcomes or external
reward/observable outcomes. Furthermore, the results show
that different types of difficulties arise in distinct phases
and that middle-leaders’ needs for support therefore vary
over time. Additionally, the complexity of teachers’/middle-
leaders’ career thinking clearly emerges, and implications
for practice are discussed.
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Introduction

Increasingly, the phenomenon of teacher leadership/middle-leadership1 as a key
component in school reform has gained attention as a plausible means by which
instructional improvement can be achieved (Harris and Jones 2017; Wenner and
Campbell 2017). Behind this lies an assumption that leadership distributed over
those who still have a practical foundation in the activities they are intended to
lead will have a direct and positive impact on practice. Moreover, based on argu-
ments for the importance of attracting and retaining high-quality teachers in the
profession, it is assumed that career paths are important. Appointing teachers as
leaders of development processes at local schools is regarded as a way of making
the teaching profession more attractive (Wenner and Campbell 2017). In Sweden
– the context of the present study – a reform introducing a new career path for
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teachers was launched in 2013, and from then onwards, approximately 15,000
Swedish teachers have received formal, relatively well paid, middle-leading pos-
itions, often entailing responsibility for leading local school-development pro-
cesses and assignments as supervisors of colleagues (Swedish Ministry of
Education 2012; SNAE [Swedish National Agency for Education] 2017).

An underlying logic in reports underpinning such reforms is that career oppor-
tunities appeal to teachers (see e.g. OECD 2005, 2015; Swedish Ministry of Edu-
cation 2017). However, the very concept of career often remains
unproblematised, and little account is taken of the fact that research within
the career field has revealed that career as both concept and phenomenon
has been subject to profound changes during the twenty-first century
(Bergmo-Prvulovic 2015). Moreover, still little is known about how teachers
imagine and perceive career-making, or what it means to have middle-leading
positions in terms of challenges over time entailed by the changed division of
labour. In Sweden, as well as in many other countries, the division of labour
between teachers has traditionally been characterised by an egalitarian norm
(Brosky 2011; Hjalmarsson and Löfdahl Hultman 2016), which, we argue, is chal-
lenged when the frequency of teachers in middle-leading positions increases.

Drawing on the empirical questions below, this longitudinal study aims to
create in-depth knowledge about the phenomenon of middle-leadership in
school from a career perspective:

1. What driving forces are described by teachers for seeking and maintaining
middle-leading positions?

2. What underlying thoughts and ideas of career are disclosed in teachers’
expressions?

3. What opportunities and difficulties in relation to maintaining the middle-
leading role become visible over time?

Conceptual framework

This study is framed by the activity-theoretical understanding of the concept div-
ision of labour, comprising both a horizontal and a vertical dimension; that is, the
division of labour determines the work tasks and powers of the members in a
community. Here, the horizontal dimension refers to the distribution of tasks
and assignments between middle-leaders and other teachers, while the vertical
refers to changes in status and power vis-à-vis colleagues that the middle-
leading position entails (Engeström 2001; Hirsh 2013).

The meaning of career – an elusive concept

In everyday life, people seem to have a tacit agreement about the meaning of
career (Collin 2007). Career is commonly described as a person’s continuous
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advancement and promotion within a certain vocational area, often with empha-
sis on the success related to promotion (Savickas, 2008). However, in the broad
field of career studies, the meaning is not so easily defined. The field, with its
different orientations, exhibits internal differences with respect to emphasis as
well as interpretation (Collin 2007; Kidd 2006). The labour market orientation
emphasises a rational matching perspective; the career guidance orientation
emphasises individuals’ needs, dreams and goals; and the business and organis-
ational orientation emphasises organisational needs (Bergmo-Prvulovic 2017,
2018). Alongside these contrasting orientations to career, people in everyday
life tend to refer to career in line with both a personal meaning, referring to per-
sonal values, dreams and goals, and a social meaning (see cf. Bergmo-Prvulovic
2013), referring to the dominant metaphor of career as ‘climbing the ladder’
(Savickas 2008).

The transition to a globalised knowledge society has led to a gradual trans-
formation in the understanding of the meaning of the career concept, with
attempts to replace the traditional meaning of career with conceptions such
as ‘protean careers’ (Hall 1996) and ‘boundaryless careers’ (Arthur and Rousseau
1996). Accordingly, new ways of speaking about career with the intention to
transform its meaning to better fit a changing society have influenced both
public debate and European Union (EU) policy texts concerned with career
(see e.g. Bergmo-Prvulovic 2015). Such attempts contain expressions emphasis-
ing personal responsibility for shaping one’s career and keeping oneself employ-
able and flexible, rather than expressions referring to the traditional view of
career as hierarchical climbing.

Career as social and professional representation

The interpretative analysis of underlying thoughts and ideas of career in the
current study is informed by a framework of career as social and professional rep-
resentations (Bergmo-Prvulovic 2015) derived from social representations theory.

Moscovici (1973) describes social representations as a

system of values, ideas and practices with a twofold function; first, to establish an order
which will enable individuals to orientate themselves in their material and social world
and to master it; and secondly to enable communication to take place among members
of a community by providing them with a code for social exchange and a code for
naming and classifying unambiguously the various aspects of their world and their indi-
vidual and group history. (p. xiii)

Thus, the theory is concernedwithhowbeliefs are constructed andbecomeevery-
day knowledge among people. Professional representations (Ratinaud and Lac
2011) are regarded as a specific category of social representations that develop
in professional interaction by those whose professional identities they form. Rati-
naud and Lac argue that professional activities are regulated by professional con-
ceptual maps that represent ideas that are common within a certain professional
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group. In that way, they represent a professional reality. Moscovici (2001) claims
that social (and professional) representations function as a tool of thought, if
there is consensus about the representations. However, when a group and/or
the thoughts about a certain phenomenon that is shared within the group
undergo change, peoples’ everyday commonly shared knowledge – that hitherto
was taken for granted – is challenged. In this study, it is assumed that the
implementation of the above-mentioned career-teacher reform from 2013 rep-
resents changing conditions that might challenge what has hitherto been taken
for granted in the professional group of teachers.

The framework of career as social and professional representations (Bergmo-
Prvulovic 2015) was initially developed based on studies of how the concept and
phenomenon of career was understood by (a) a group of people (with different
professional backgrounds) who had recently undergone or were currently
undergoing work-related changes, and (b) a group of career guidance pro-
fessionals. The studies revealed that the first-mentioned were bearers of social
representations2 and that the group of career guidance professionals were
bearers of both social and professional representations3. The social represen-
tations that commonly appeared and were stable in both groups were career
as individual project and self-realisation and career as social/hierarchical climbing.
The first group, who were undergoing work-related changes, also expressed the
representation career as a game of exchange.Within the representation career as
a game of exchange, several pairs of opposites were revealed, suggesting a two-
sidedness to the representation. In particular, the pairs of opposites4 expressing
expected effort–expected outcome and internal reward–external reward showed
how the respondents understood career as a mutual exchange between them-
selves and the employing organisation (Bergmo-Prvulovic 2017).

Since this study concerns the professional group of teachers, it is assumed
here that they are bearers of social representations, on the one hand, and, on
the other hand, professional representations that specifically derive from their
professional identity as teachers.

Literature review

A changed division of labour in school – difficulties and opportunities

In their research review on teacher leadership, York-Barr and Duke (2004) con-
clude that teachers in middle-leading positions tend to feel isolation and
conflict when the division of labour changes from primarily horizontal to some-
what vertical, and they argue that this is a consequence of traditional pro-
fessional norms of egalitarianism, individualism and isolation in the profession.
Similarly, in a more recent research review, Wenner and Campbell (2017) point
out that relationships with colleagues are often affected negatively when tea-
chers enter middle-leading positions because of disruption of the egalitarian
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norm typically seen in schools. There are numerous examples in research of
resentment and resistance taking the expression of peers deliberately trying to
counteract the success of those taking on middle-leading roles (see, e.g.
Brosky 2011; Hirsh and Segolsson 2017; Hjalmarsson and Löfdahl Hultman
2016; Margolis and Doring 2012). Brosky (2011) and Chamberland (2009), more-
over, imply that some teachers in middle-leading positions are so strongly
influenced by the traditional horizontal structures in the profession that it is
hard for them to maintain the middle-leading role.

There is, however, also research pointing out that teachers in middle-
leading positions are positive about their assignment and describe themselves
as highly motivated, empowered and professionally satisfied with their work
(Alvunger 2015; Wenner and Campbell 2017). Recognition strongly contributes
to middle-leaders’ sense of empowerment and satisfaction, both in the form of
monetary compensation (Borchers 2009) and through appreciation shown by col-
leagues and the principal (see e.g. Hirsh and Segolsson 2017). Furthermore, the
study by Hirsh and Segolsson (2017) showed that the changed division of
labour, where middle-leaders had special responsibilities for demanding and
time-consuming tasks in analyses of instruction, was crucial for the possibility to
engage all teachers at the studied school in ‘collaborative learning’.

Motivation and aspiration

Studies exploring logics behind people’s decisions to become teachers in the
first place (Kyriacou and Coulthard 2000; Moran et al. 2001) suggest that motiv-
ation can be related to altruistic factors (teaching as socially worthwhile; a desire
to help; a calling), intrinsic factors (interest in the activity of teaching and/or in a
specific subject), and extrinsic factors (length of holidays, level of pay, status, etc.),
where the altruistic and intrinsic motivators are the most prominent in the
Western world (Ganchorre and Tomanek 2012; Moreau 2014).

Corresponding studies about what leads in-service teachers to become
middle-leaders or about whether and how the role as a leader of colleagues in
school-development processes is perceived as a career step are harder to find.
York-Barr and Duke briefly mention in their review (2004) that teachers who
are drawn to leadership positions are generally achievement and learning
oriented, are typically in mid-career and mid-life, and have significant teaching
experience. Wenner and Campbell’s review (2017) touches upon the issue
when motivating why research into teacher leadership is important in relation
to the challenge of teacher attrition. Donaldson (2007) and Donaldson et al.
(2005) suggest that one reason for teachers leaving the profession is a perceived
lack of challenges in their career trajectory. Edwards Groves and Rönnerman
(2013) claim that ‘a will to do good’ for children/students and colleagues motiv-
ated the teachers in their study to maintain the function of leaders of develop-
ment processes at their schools and pre-schools.
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In a study of teachers’ aspirations in general for development in their pro-
fession, Avidov-Ungar (2016) distinguishes between their aspirations for lateral
development (expansion of knowledge, skills and responsibilities) and for verti-
cal development (climbing the hierarchical ladder). She identifies teachers’ pro-
fessional development motivation as either intrinsic or extrinsic and their
aspirations as either lateral or vertical. Based on this, she discusses four pro-
fessional development patterns, referred to as hierarchically ambitious, hierarchi-
cally compelled, laterally ambitious and laterally compelled. In another study,
Avidov-Ungar and Arviv-Elyashiv (2018) studied 663 Israeli teachers’ aspirations
specifically for vertical development (i.e. promotion and hierarchical advance-
ment) during the implementation of a new reform involving the creation of a
number of new middle-leading positions. Included participants were all taking
part in a continuous professional development initiative (studying for a
masters in education degree). Results show that as many as four-fifths of the tea-
chers desired a promotion to a leading position.

Contextualising the present study

A new clause was added to the Swedish Education Act in 2013 stating that
school facilitators should seek to establish a career step for particularly skilled
teachers titled ‘lead teachers’. In a 2012 memorandum (Swedish Ministry of Edu-
cation 2012), the reform is described as a way to strengthen the quality of
instruction and as a way to make the profession attractive, thus also counteract-
ing teacher attrition. To be considered for a lead teacher position, one must have
shown particularly good ability to improve students’ academic performance and
a strong interest in developing instruction. It is emphasised that lead teachers
largely continue to work as regular classroom teachers but have specific,
additional responsibility for, for instance, development projects and supervision
of colleagues. The lead teacher position is accompanied by a relatively large
wage increase, which distinguishes it from already existing middle-leading pos-
itions among teachers, where wage increases have been considerably smaller
and of rather symbolic significance.

Sweden has never had somany teachers in formal middle-leading positions as
in the period following the lead-teacher reform. Due to its novelty, however,
there is still limited research-based knowledge of various implications of the
reform. Existing research and evaluations (see, e.g. Alvunger 2015; Öhman
et al. 2016; SNAE 2014, 2015) carried out at an early stage of the reform’s
implementation point to problems such as great uncertainty about the role
and tasks of lead teachers, which can be linked to the very novelty of the reform.

We suggest that the rather drastic changes in the division of labour entailed
by middle-leadership in schools, in Sweden and internationally, motivate further
studies. Research located at the intersection of the teacher-leadership field and
the career field is potentially important for several stakeholders within the area of
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education (e.g. national and local policy makers, school principals, teachers, and
those involved in teacher training) as well as for stakeholders within the area of
human resources (e.g. those working with processes of attracting, recruiting,
retaining and rewarding professionals).

Method and materials

The school where the respondents work is a secondary school with approxi-
mately 800 students and 70 teachers. Over the course of two school years
(autumn 2015 to spring 2017), the school’s principal and all teaching staff
worked in a school-development project aimed at improving teachers’ class-
room practices in the context of formative assessment and adaptive instruction.
The work in the project was planned and led by a development group consisting
of the school’s principal and lead teachers. At the start of the project, the tea-
chers had held their lead-teacher positions for one year, during which the
school had attempted to work with a few shorter, school-based initiatives in
which the lead teachers served as moderators in subject-specific dialogue
groups. During that initial year, the lead teachers received meta-supervision
regarding their experiences of being moderators for groups of colleagues.

Prior to the autumn of 2015, the school’s principal decided that the school
should engage in a long-term, school-development project, one that would con-
tinue for longer than previous projects had done. The content of the project was
the desire of the entire teaching staff, while the forms for it were suggested and
elaborated by the development group. The planning phase of the project lasted
one semester, and the operational phase lasted three semesters. During the
operational phase, the lead teachers (i.e. the respondents in the current study)
functioned as leaders and supervisors in peer groups consisting of seven to
nine colleagues. Two researchers followed the work in the project over the
two years of the planning and operational phases.

From here on, we will use the term middle-leaders when referring to the lead
teachers.

Participants and data collection

Data consisted of individual interviews with the middle-leaders on three occasions
during the project and continuously written self-reflections by all of them. In their
self-reflections, participants could express anything related to how the work in the
project proceeded, but they were instructed to pay special attention to describing
their leading role and their feelings associated with that role as well as situations
and periods when they experienced frustration or flow.

Up until the summer of 2016, there were 10 middle-leaders at the school, but
by the start of the autumn semester in 2016, 1 of them (Teacher A in Table 1) left
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her job to work at another school. The rest of the respondents remained for the
whole project.

Below, participants (Table 1) and collected data (Table 2) are described in detail.

Data analysis

All data were analysed, on both manifest and latent levels, following Hällgren
Graneheim and Lundman’s (2004) qualitative content analysis approach. The
entire data set was considered the unit of analysis in which meaning units
were sought. Meaning units are here understood as content areas identified
with little interpretation (manifest level), shedding light on specific areas of
content responding to the research questions. The meaning units were sub-
sequently condensed – that is, shortened while still preserving their core
meaning – and labelled with codes. The codes from interviews and self-reflec-
tions were sorted into groups sharing a commonality, resulting in various
categorisations.

Lastly, the meaning units were explored in a final (latent) step for the purpose
of revealing underlying thoughts and ideas of career or career development. This
part of the analysis was guided by the analysis question What expressions refer to
assumptions about career or career development, either directly or indirectly, and
informed by the previously described framework of career as social and pro-
fessional representations (Bergmo-Prvulovic 2015). A social representation
theory approach suggests that a social/professional representation is formed

Table 1. Participants of the study.

Participants and their subject areas
Female/
male

Age (at the time of the first
interview)

Number of years as a
teacher

A: Swedish teacher F 45 20
B: English teacher F 47 20
C: Music teacher M 37 11
D: Home economics teacher F 51 27
E: Science teacher F 41 17
F: Social sciences teacher M 44 12
G: Mathematics teacher F 45 21
H: Physical education teacher M 34 12
I: Sewing teacher F 63 24
J: Special education teacher of intellectually
disabled students

F 63 42

Table 2. Data collection.
Data collection When Data material

Individual interviews with
the middle-leaders

10 interviews of approximately 1 hour each, March 2016
9 interviews of about 1 hour each, September 2016
9 interviews of about 45 minutes each, June 2017

28 interview
transcripts
(verbatim)

Participants’ self-reflections 6 × 10/9 individually written documents written on various
occasions during the operational phase from May 2016 to
March 2017

56 single-sided
reflections
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by its constitutive elements (cf. e.g. Abric 1995; Moscovici 2001), such as sets of
utterances by people which reveal characteristics and symbolic or iconic
expressions that contribute to the formation of the social/professional represen-
tations of the object concerned (here career). The content analysis serves as a
base for the search of such constitutive elements, where an inductive exploration
of common elements among the codes resulted in constitutive elements. The
content in these elements was finally explored, throughout the utterances and
codes, in terms of socially and professionally shared knowledge, which finally
generated the resulting social/professional representations.

Results

The results section is divided into four parts, the first two of which concern
research question 1. The third part concerns research question 2, while the
fourth part deals with research question 3. As previously described, the empirical
analyses made in relation to research questions 1 and 3 are on a manifest level,
meaning that our ambition has been to search for patterns and create descriptive
categories, based on an inductive analysis of the data material. Categorizations
and figures created to illustrate categorizations are spun from empirical patterns
found rather than theory. In the case of research question 2, on the other hand,
where underlying (latent) thoughts and ideas of career were sought, the analysis
has been informed by the framework of career as social and professional
representations.

Driving forces behind seeking a middle-leading position

In the first set of interviews, nine out of 10 respondents described that they
had felt hesitant about applying for a middle-leading position. Some
expressed scepticism about the reform as such as well as the title ‘lead
teacher’, while others expressed doubts because they perceived the position
to be vaguely defined. All nine described that they felt ambivalent due to
fear of colleagues’ reactions:

No, but it was kind of… something new, that we hadn’t seen before in school… that
some teachers were to be chosen as more skilled than others.… I predicted that it
might create conflicts among the teaching staff… and that some colleagues might
react negatively… [with] jealousy and bitterness… and because of that, I really hesi-
tated before applying. (Teacher B)

All of them, however, subsequently chose to apply. In the categorisation of the
respondents’ statements, five reasons for applying for a lead-teacher position
emerge, as described in Table 3. Some respondents indicate more than one
reason: for example, both curiosity and a need to be challenged.
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Driving forces for maintaining the middle-leading position

At the school studied, no extra time was allocated for the middle-leading assign-
ment; instead, the respondents performed it in addition to working as regular
classroom teachers on a full-time basis. The following part of the results concerns
issues of what motivates them to make the extra effort.

The analysis shows that they feel rewarded for their work in several ways. As a
first step, we drew a dividing line between internal reward/non-observable

Table 3. Reasons for applying for a middle-leading position.
Categories Descriptions of categories Illustrative quotations

1/Persuasion Respondents would not have applied if
they had not been persuaded by
someone else

I had no intention of applying but was
practically convinced by our vice
principal.… and then Helena, our
principal, also came over to talk me into
it.… I did not really want to… but I was
persuaded… . They said stuff like ‘clearly
you have to apply now, when we have
decided to have a lead teacher for the
special school for intellectually disabled’.
… So I applied in the end… but I didn’t
want to because I don’t like to stand out.
I’m no better than anyone else. (Teacher J)

2/Ideology Respondents applied for various
ideological reasons

I have fought, through the teachers’ union,
for the importance of appointing lead
teachers in practical subjects as well, so
when the position came up, I felt I had to
apply. Practical subjects are often so
invisible and forgotten… . I wanted to
help to make them more visible.
(Teacher D)

3/Curiosity Respondents describe that curiosity led
them to apply

Because I’m one of those curious people…
I gladly throw myself in when something
new happens.… I’ve done that before.
I’ve had many extra assignments.
(Teacher G)

4/Acknowledgement &
recognition

Respondents claim that they had the
right skills, and/or already did what
the proficiency profile described

I hesitated very much about whether to
apply or not, but then I looked closely at
the job description… and I realised I did
almost everything already. I already
worked with such issues in the schools
development group.… It wasn’t like I
applied for the job and then received new
duties but quite the opposite – I ended up
receiving a title for a job I already did.
(Teacher E)

5/Challenge Respondents claim to need continuous
challenges and development in order
to not stagnate

I really wanted a new challenge. I had
worked for many years at an upper
secondary school… . I had gotten so
used to it and was afraid that everything
would just become routine… . Just
before this opportunity came, I seriously
thought about taking courses at the
university, either in pedagogy or sport
science… just to be fulfilled and
challenged and [to] not stagnate… . And
then this opportunity came up. I applied
and ended up being placed at a
secondary school…which was a
challenge, just as I wanted. (Teacher H)
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outcomes and external reward/observable outcomes. The category of internal
reward was then further divided into two distinct subcategories, based on state-
ments about doing good for others and statements about doing good for
oneself. Lastly, the 3 subcategories (1, 2 and 3 in Figure 1) were sorted into a
second level of subcategories (1a/b/c, 2a/b/c, 3a/b/c).

As shown in Figure 1, the second-level subcategories capture more specific
aspects of the observable and non-observable outcomes that emerge from the
manifest data analysis. In Table 4 eachof the subcategories is illustrated by a quote.

Underlying thoughts and ideas of career

As mentioned previously, a basic assumption in the present study is that the 10
respondents, all of whom belong to the same professional group, are bearers of
both social representations of career on the one hand, and professional rep-
resentations that derive from their professional identity as teachers on the
other. In order to reveal underlying thoughts and ideas of career, we undertook
an inductive search for common and constitutive elements in the data material.
The content in these elements was subsequently explored in terms of socially
and professionally shared knowledge, which, in turn, generated one overriding
social representation, and three professionally shared representations.

Based upon the categorisation and the expressions presented in the results
above, the social representation of career as a game of exchange (Bergmo-

Figure 1. Categorisation of motivating and rewarding aspects.
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Prvulovic 2013) appears to be the overriding representation of career guiding the
teachers’ thoughts and ideas. The middle-leading assignment involves extra
effort, and participants’ motivations vary. Entering and upholding the role
‘pays off’ through a number of rewards, which are expressed in various ways
by the respondents as important. Moreover, the categories of internal reward
and external reward also reveal three different professional representations
(see Ratinaud and Lac 2011) of career in this specific group. Under the category
of internal reward and its first subcategory of non-observable outcomes, we
identify a professional representation of career as a mission carried out for
others. The second subcategory reveals a professional representation of career
as inner professional satisfaction. As for the category of external reward, a

Table 4. Subcategories of non-observable and observable outcomes.
1. Non-observable outcomes – Doing for others
1a. For the students What drives me is finding new ways to teach and help the disabled

students at school. That’s where I want to put my effort, to do as
much and as good as possible there. Salary does not motivate me at
all, and no fancy title either. I have no need for that stuff, I just want
the school to be better for the disabled kids. (Teacher J)

1b. For colleagues I like to take the role of being one who supports colleagues. I gladly
come into a colleague’s classroom to observe and help… to try to
support them in how to make assessments, for example. (Teacher D)

1c. For the subject I like being a lead teacher in my subject; I’m really dedicated to
highlighting and developing it… highlighting the importance of my
subject and making it more visible to colleagues is part of my goal.
(Teacher I)

2. Non-observable outcomes – Doing for oneself
2a. Through professional development My main motivation is probably my huge interest in how the

profession can evolve, how the school – and I – can work for
development… always try to find things that can be done better
and ways to improve. It’s so interesting and exciting. The extra pay is
good, of course, and important, but it’s not what drives me
primarily.… I did almost all this before, even without the extra pay.
(Teacher E)

2b. Through professional challenge I’m maybe a bit impulsive… . As soon as I get a challenge, I’ll jump
right at it – I really need challenges in the job.… I must try out new
stuff. It makes the job feel meaningful. I don’t mind putting in some
extra energy because I get so much energy back from the challenge
itself. (Teacher H)

2c. Through advancing one’s knowledge I’m really motivated by learning, taking courses.… I see how it makes
me grow, both my teaching and my thinking about school
development in general. I love going to work every day now because
my job is so exciting since I started learning more. (Teacher B)

3. Observable outcomes
3a. Through increased salary To me, the increased salary was a huge incentive. Before I applied for

the lead-teacher job, I glanced at becoming a vice principal, just to
get a higher salary. It’s really important to me. You want to be well
paid for what you do, sort of. (Teacher C)

3b. Through academic qualifications I’m motivated by the fact that as a lead teacher, you get the
opportunity to study courses at the university. I’m being fulfilled in
the academic environment; I like to educate myself… and it’s a
great driving force for me to move on academically… . I’d probably
have done it anyway, because I want to advance academically.
(Teacher H)

3c. Through new tasks and assignments
outside the classroom

After I had worked for several years, I came to a point when something
had to happen.… I think it’s fun to teach, but I want other tasks too.
Perhaps it’s typical when you are around 40… it’s the age when you
still have the energy and commitment left while also feeling that you
need to move on sort of, get other tasks as well. (Teacher E)
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professional representation of career as visible professional recognition emerges.
Consequently, we observe an interplay between the social representation of
career as a game of exchange and the three professional representations ident-
ified within this specific community of teachers.

Developing in one’s role – opportunities and difficulties

In the current study, the respondents were followed for two school years, during
which they certainly developed in their role as leaders of colleagues in school-
developing processes. Figure 2 (below) is our way of capturing and illustrating
this longitudinal process. The initial stage of having middle-leading assignments
was described at the first interview round, where respondents looked back on
their first year in their new role. In the second interview round, six months
later, it was clear that the respondents described their role in a different way,
interpreted by us as mirroring a progression. At the last interview round,
another nine months later, the respondents’ descriptions generally show that
the assignment and the role have begun to be consolidated.

All respondents describe a challenging and difficult initial stage. The total data
set, however, indicates that after two years, all except two appear to at least have
reached what is referred to as the progressing stage and are approaching the
consolidating stage (see Figure 2).

Teacher J, even though she stayed in her middle-leading position, never
articulated feeling confident or claiming her role; and teacher A left her assign-
ment before reaching the progressing stage. In her last self-reflection she wrote:

I think I said this in the interview already, but it has become even clearer to me now. It’s
not the salary that motivates me, nor the possibility of career, and I really don’t think I’m
better than anyone else. It’s obvious that what drives me is the desire to help students
grow. Therefore, I will move on to another job now, which only involves teaching and
no lead-teacher role. (Teacher A)

The struggles in the initial stage are linked to a certain extent to the fact that
the middle-leading assignment is not clearly defined and given. Instead, it is
being shaped and refined over time. Largely, however, initial difficulties and
struggles described by most respondents relate to colleagues’ resentment
and resistance:

Figure 2. Developing stages of the middle-leaders.
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The worst part of this is comments from colleagues; they are painful sometimes… . it’s
like bullying among adults.…Once I took a bowl of candy with me to my group, just to
be nice… then one colleague said ‘Wow, some of us have so high salary that they can
afford to buy candy for others’. (Teacher D)

At the second and third interview round, it is obvious among most respondents
that development has taken place:

It is very comforting to have the other lead-teachers to talk to and to have had the
meta-supervision sessions… . It helps you to sort of develop an armour against these
resentful comments.… The comments are fewer now. They probably see that we are
doing a lot of work… and as we learn more we also become more confident in our
roles. (Teacher B)

I’ve developed a lot… and that’s because the assignment is so much clearer now than
before. Initially, it was very unclear what my mission was.… I sort of had to try to shape
it on my own.…With this project, it has become clear, and now I dare to really take on
the lead-teacher role. I sort of feel that I have the mandate now.… And the fact that we
are taking this course now, about school development, it’s a perfect combination. It
gives me so much food for thought and makes me feel much more comfortable in
my role. (Teacher E)

In the beginning, I was quite nervous and stiff as a group leader. I was very particular
about the outer structures, like keeping to the time frames exactly and such things
… . Now I have sort of internalised the structure… . I feel more in situ and listen
better to what others say.… Before, my focus was mostly on ‘Am I doing the correct
thing now?’ and ‘What’s the next point on the agenda?’. (Teacher C)

Based on analysis of the whole data set, it is possible to argue that diverse types
of challenges arise at the various stages and that middle-leaders’ needs for
support therefore vary over time. Appearing as important in the initial stage
are the principal’s outspoken support and the clarification of what the middle-
leading role means. At this stage, most of the respondents also talk about the
importance of meta-supervision. During the progressing stage, input in terms
of courses and in-depth knowledge is frequently mentioned. Here, the respon-
dents also articulate the need for a different kind of support from the principal;
while they wanted more active support and directions in the beginning, they
gradually seem to move towards an appreciation of ‘supported autonomy’.
Being part of a peer group of middle-leaders, where experiences can be
shared, appears as equally important throughout. Towards the end of the
project, there are indications in some self-reflections of a need for further chal-
lenges and a need to have time to use all new knowledge to develop the middle-
leading assignment even more:

I have gained so much knowledge through courses, and really taken on this assignment.
It scares me a bit that, starting next semester we won’t be offered any more courses.… I
want to use my advanced knowledge and to continue to learn and work for school
development… get new challenges that sort of match my new knowledge.… I also
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think it’s important now that time is set aside for us to continue and refine what we have
started. (Teacher E)

Concluding discussion

The aim of this longitudinal study has been to create in-depth knowledge about
the phenomenon of middle-leadership in school by focusing on identifying (1)
driving forces for seeking and maintaining middle-leading positions and (2)
opportunities and difficulties in relation to maintaining the middle-leading
role. Moreover, we strove to reveal underlying thoughts of career disclosed in
the respondents’ expressions. Five different reasons for seeking a middle-
leading position in the first place were identified and driving forces for maintain-
ing the position were categorised as either internal reward/non-observable out-
comes or external reward/observable outcomes. Furthermore, the results show
that different types of difficulties arise in distinct phases and that middle-
leaders’ needs for support therefore vary over time. Additionally, the importance
of understanding the complexity of teachers’/middle-leaders’ career thinking
clearly emerges. In the brief discussion that follows, we further problematise
some key points from the results that have implications for practice.

Previous research (Brosky 2011; Chamberland 2009) suggests that some tea-
chers are so strongly influenced by traditional horizontal structures in the pro-
fession that it is hard for them to maintain a middle-leading role. It could be
argued that our study, in a sense, confirms that. In our data set, there is a
certain correspondence between reasons given for (1) seeking and (2) maintain-
ing the middle-leading position. Based on this it is possible to tentatively discuss
a number of ‘middle-leader stances’. We recognise that a typology of stances, in
a sense, represent a simplified picture of reality and that it is difficult to provide
absolute definitional boundaries between them. Yet, a typology is often pedago-
gically useful as a conceptual tool for simplifying a myriad of empirical possibi-
lities and for bringing clarity to a field (see Hirsh 2015; Holton 2003). The typology
illustrated in Figure 3 should be understood as a conceptual tool for discussing
aspects of the lead teacher phenomenon.

Figure 3. Tentative typology of middle-leader stances.
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Rather than suggesting that an individual has one stance, in a static way, we
assume that one adopts more or less of the different stances and that an indi-
vidual’s dominant stance may vary over time and according to circumstances.
We interpret the fact that 9 out of 10 respondents in our study clearly
expressed doubts about seeking a middle-leading position and that several
of them initially questioned the reform as such and/or their new professional
title as a sign of the respondents being bearers of social/professional represen-
tations of teaching as an egalitarian profession. With reference to Moscovici’s
(2001) argument about how consensus around representations is challenged
in times of change, we argue that we clearly see signs of that in our longitudi-
nal data material. Hitherto prevailing professional representations of the div-
ision of labour in a community of teachers, in terms of the horizontal
distribution of tasks as well as the vertical distribution of power and status,
are challenged and renegotiated when a career reform such as the Swedish
lead-teacher reform is introduced.

Teachers A and J consistently articulated an aversion to observable outcomes
and very seldom talked about doing good for themselves, wherefore they can be
positioned foremost in the altruist stance in the typology. Teachers B, D, E, F, G, H
and I, however, increasingly articulated during the period studied that, as tea-
chers and professionals, they need both the aspects categorised under doing
for oneself and external reward. Yet, that does not seem to mean that doing
for others is less important to them. Instead, they appear to embrace (and
increasingly articulate) a reciprocal stance, where the driving force is a non-confl-
icting combination of an individual agenda (doing for oneself and external
reward) and doing good for others. Teacher C is the only respondent that we
would position in (or very close to) the individualist stance based on consistent
articulations of salary and status as primary driving forces and very few articula-
tions of doing good for others.

Based on our results and the tentative typology above, we suggest that the
teachers who manage to successfully maintain their roles as middle-leaders
are those expressing a reciprocal stance towards their mission. They seem to
embrace their middle-leading assignment with all three of the professional rep-
resentations, with interplay between them: that is, their assignment is carried out
for others, for inner professional satisfaction and for visible professional recognition.
Teachers who take on the task of leading colleagues in school-development pro-
cesses need to embrace the fact that the role entails (partly) different responsi-
bilities than those of their colleagues. At the same time, it is reasonable to argue
that leaders of collaborative and collective school development ought to be
guided (at least partly) by the professional representation of a mission carried
out for others, which the teacher representing the individualistic stance in this
study does not express.

Another key point in our results concerns the fact that different types of
opportunities and difficulties related to maintaining the middle-leading position
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arise at distinct phases and that, therefore, middle-leaders’ needs for support
vary over time. Research and evaluations of the Swedish lead-teacher reform
(see e.g. Alvunger 2015; Öhman et al. 2016; SNAE 2014, 2015) carried out at
an early stage of the reform’s implementation revealed problems such as
great uncertainty about the role and tasks of lead teachers/middle-leaders
that can be linked to the very novelty of the reform. For principals and school
facilitators, our study contributes with important knowledge, as it shows that
aspects such as role definition and clarity, as well as the principal’s expressed
support and firm guidance, are important in the initial phase but that another
type of support seems to be needed in the progressing and consolidating
stages. Towards the end of the studied period, moreover, some respondents
expressed anxiety about possible stagnation also in the middle-leading role.
This, we argue, is not sufficiently elaborated in current debate on career
reforms and the problem of teacher attrition in school, where the focus is on
entering a new role rather than on the continuous need for development and
the challenge in maintaining it.

Career seems to be regarded foremost as a destination in current school
debate, and we argue that it would be better understood as a continuous
process of exchange than as a destination. There is a potential danger in under-
standing career as a destination, given that career reforms aim to attract and
retain high-quality teachers to/in the profession. The risk that skilled teachers
leave the profession remains if career is not understood as a process of continu-
ous knowledge building and increasing complexity of challenges. The under-
standing of career as a continuous process of exchange captures the aspects
of the professional representations revealed in this study – something that the
dominant metaphor of career as climbing the ladder fails to do.

Notes

1. In this study we refer to our respondents asmiddle-leaders, in line with the definition by
Grootenboer, Edwards Groves and Rönnerman (2015, 509), who describe middle-
leaders as ‘those who have an acknowledged position of leadership in their educational
institution but also have a significant teaching role’.

2. For a full illustration of the social representations that appear in the study, see Bergmo-
Prvulovic (2013).

3. For a full illustration of career guidance professionals’ representations, see Bergmo-
Prvulovic (2015).

4. For a full list of the pairs of opposites that appear in the study, see Bergmo-Prvulovic
(2013), Table 1.
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